Computational model of interstitial transport in the spinal cord using diffusion tensor imaging.
Local drug delivery methods, including convection-enhanced delivery (CED), are being used to increase distribution in selected regions of nervous tissue. There is a need for 3D models that predict spatial drug distribution within these tissues. A methodology was developed to process magnetic resonance microscopy (MRM) and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) scans, segment gray and white matter regions, assign tissue transport properties, and model the interstitial transport of macromolecules. Fiber tract orientation was derived from DTI data and used to assign directional dependence of hydraulic conductivity, K, and tracer diffusivity, Dt, transport tensors. Porous media solutions for interstitial fluid pressure, velocity, and albumin distribution were solved using a finite volume method. To test this DTI-based methodology, a rat spinal cord transport model was developed to simulate CED into the dorsal white matter column. Predicted distribution results correspond well with small volume (approximately 1 microl) trends found experimentally, although albumin loss was greater at larger infusion volumes (>2 microl). Simulations were similar to those using fixed transport properties due to the bulk alignment of white matter fibers along the cord axis. These findings help to validate the DTI-based methodology which can be applied to modeling regions where fiber tract organization is more complex, e.g., the brain.